Let F be either a field of char 0 with all roots of unity or a field of char/i > 0. Let G be a countable group. Then all simple /{Gj-modules are injective if and only if G is locally finite with no elements of order char F and G has an abelian subgroup of finite index.
The condition that all simple modules over a ring be injective first appeared in a theorem due to Kaplansky: a commutative ring satisfies the condition if and only if it is von Neumann regular. Several people have studied the property for noncommutative rings, a recent example being [3] . The authors of that paper suggest the problem of characterizing group algebras with this condition. In this paper we make substantial progress by offering Theorem 3. Let F be either a field of char 0 with all roots of unity or a field of char p > 0. Let G be a countable group. Then all simple F[G]-modules are injective if and only if G is locally finite with no elements of order char F and G has an abelian subgroup of finite index.
The proof is divided into three parts. In §1, we show that F is injective as an F[G]-module if and only if G is locally finite with no elements of order char F. In the second and crucial section, we show that for a certain class of rings ("locally Wedderburn algebras") the condition that all simple modules are injective is equivalent to the property that all simple modules are finite dimensional over their commuting rings. In §3, we prove the main theorem by showing that if all simple modules are finite dimensional over their commuting rings then G is abelianby-finite.
We would like to thank D.S. Passman for suggestions that shortened and improved our work.
Lemma l. If H is a subgroup of G and F is F[G]-injective then F is F[H]-injective.

Lemma 2. Let G be a finite group. F is F[G]-injective if and only if | G | # 0 in F.
Proof. If |G| # 0 on F, then by Maschke's theorem F[G] is semisimple and the result follows.
Suppose ch F = p > 0. By Lemma 1 the converse follows if we show that F is not F[G]-injective for G = <x> cyclic of order p. Let A be the augmentation ideal of F[G] with F-basis x -I, x2 -1, ..., x^1 -1. /: A -*■ F given by Definition. Let A be an algebra with 1 over F. A is a locally Wedderburn algebra if every finite set of elements in A is contained in a semisimple subalgebra finite dimensional over F.
Recall that, in general, if V is an A -module and F is a subset of A then the annihilator l(T) = {v E V \ vt = OVi G T).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Proof. Suppose that for some fixed Z the sequence does not terminate and write L = r)¡l(I n A¡). Let W be the F-space of all countably infinite sequences in F. Then dinv W is uncountable. We will construct a linear transformation T: W -* V/L which is one-to-one. Since dimf V/L is countable this will yield the desired contradiction.
By renumbering we can assume that the annihilators strictly decrease. Choose v¡ E /(Z n A¡)\l(I D Ai+X) for i = 1, 2,_Clearly vx, ..., v" are F-linearly independent modulo /(Z D An+X). Fix w = (ax,a2,...) E W. The map/: An -* V given by 1 -> 2"-i a¡v¡ is an ^n-map. If k < n and ak E Z n Ak then iflk)fn = Í 2 <*/"/Ja* -( 2 a.-i'/ta = (a*)/*-Thus there is an A-mapf: I -* V where/1 Z D An = / | Z n A".
Since F is injective / lifts to A. Set (1)/ = ù E V. By construction w -2,"=i «¡Vi E /(Z n A"). The correspondence w -» w induces a function F: W -» K/L. Regarding K/L as a subspace of II"=i K//(7 n /4") we see Proof. For each /, V = © 2J'=i Vij and dimß V = oo whence for some j, dimö Vu = °°. Take as Ul any simple A1 -submodule with infinite dimensional homogeneous component. Given U"_x then U"-X Q 0 2J=i Kjas^n-\ modules. If U"-X is contained isomorphically in only the D finite dimensional VnJ, then the infinite dimensional homogeneous component of i/"_i must be included in this finite direct sum of finite dimensional subspaces, a contradiction. Hence t/"_, is contained isomorphically in some infinite dimensional Vnj. Since Vnj is a direct sum of simple ^"-modules, by looking at the projection maps we 'ee that Un-X is contained isomorphically in some U" with homogeneous component Vnj. Proof. One direction has already been proved in Lemma 3. Thus we assume A has a simple module infinite dimensional over its commuting ring and construct a simple module which is not injective. Following Lemma 6 we may assume that the infinite dimensional simple module is <V = U V¡ with Vl C V2 C • • • . If C is the commuting ring of 'V then dim^ = °° by Lemma 5.
We first show that there exists an integer N such that for all n > N, the homogeneous component of Vn has finite C-dimension.
Suppose not. Define <jpf: t/, © K-> r/(+, © If+1 by («.fjtp, = ((«)/,« + v), an /lrmonomorphism. The direct limit <W of this system is an yl-module under the obvious action and the map v -* (0,v) is an 4-injection of <^into <W. A typical nonzero element of 'Wean be represented by an ordered pair (u, v) where u E U" and 0 # v E Vn. Since Un and V" are nonisomorphic simple ^"-modules 3a E A" whose action on IÍ is the identity and whose action on Un is zero. That is, (u, v) • a = (0, v) E <V and so <W is a proper essential extension of T. Corollary 1. Lei F be afield and G ¥= 1 a countable locally finite group with no elements of order char F. If G has no nonidentity finite normal subgroups, then F[G] has a simple module which is not injective.
Proof. Suppose all simple F[G]-modules are injective. By [2] , F[G] is a primitive ring and hence, by Theorem 2, F[G] is a simple Artinian ring. By [4, p. 7] , G is finite and hence G is a finite nonidentity normal subgroup contradicting the hypothesis.
Group algebras.
Lemma 8. Let A be a locally Wedderburn algebra whose finite dimensional semisimple subalgebras can be chosen so that each is a direct sum of matrix algebras over (commutative) fields. If V is a simple A-module finite dimensional over its commuting ring, then Hom^ (V, V) is afield.
Proof. It suffices to assume A a* D" for some division ring D and prove that D is a field. There is an idempotent e E A 3 eAe s¿ D. If x, y E eAe choose a semisimple subalgebra 77 containing x, y and e. eBe is the direct sum of algebras fKmf where / is an idempotent in Km and A is a field. However 3r<m
3 (^ty^fKJQeAe has no zero divisors. Thus fKmf is isomorphic to A or 0 and e77e is commutative. In particular, x and y commute.
Lemma 9. (i) 7/char F = p > 0 and 77 is a finite group without p-elements then F[H] is a sum of matrix algebras over fields.
(ii) If char F = 0, F has all roots of unity, and 77 is a finite group, then F[H] is a sum of matrix algebras over fields.
Proof, (i) By Maschke's theorem T^G] is locally Wedderburn. Let P C F be the prime field and let 77 be a finite subgroup of G. F[77] is a direct sum of matrix algebras over fields by Wedderburn's theorem on finite division algebras. Since no radical appears when tensoring up, the result follows.
(ii) This is an immediate consequence of the Brauer splitting theorem for finite groups [1] . Remark. Alternatively, one may prove the last theorem by showing that all simple K[G] -modules are also finite dimensional over their commuting rings whenever K is an algebraically closed field of char F. Standard techniques in finite group representation theory can be invoked to show that C[G] shares the same property. Finally, one applies an analytic result of Thoma [6] to show that G is abelian-by-finite.
